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ABSTRACT
In the QBIC (Query By Image Content) project we are studying methods to query large on-line image databases

using the images' content as the basis of the queries. Examples of the content we use include color, texture, and shape
of image objects and regions. Potential applications include medical ("Give me other images that contain a tumor
with a texture like this one"), photo-journalism ("Give me images that have blue at the top and red at the bottom"),
and many others in art, fashion, cataloging, retailing, and industry. Key issues include derivation and computation of
attributes of images and objects that provide useful query functionality, retrieval methods based on similarity as opposed
to exact match, query by image example or user drawn image, the user interfaces, query refinement and navigation, high
dimensional database indexing, and automatic and semi-automatic database population. We currently have a prototype
system written in X/Motif and C running on an RS/6000 that allows a variety of queries, and a test database of over
1000 images and 1000 objects populated from commercially available photo clip art images. In this paper we present the
main algorithms for color texture, shape and sketch query that we use, show example query results, and discuss future
directions.

1. Introduction
Today's hardware technology enables us to acquire, store, manipulate and transmit large numbers of images.
Users are amassing vast image databases that they expect to grow in importance and volume in the near
future.

Methods used to retrieve images from these databases vary greatly from application to applications. An
art historian may want to retrieve images of the reclining human figure, a medical researcher may want chest
images with a specified condition near the heart, and a advertising layout editor may be looking for a picture
he remembers of a beach scene with palm trees on the right.

Current commercial systems supporting image management, retrieval, and image database functions base
their retrieval on the use of keywords or text associated with each image. Queries are done using standard
query languages such as SQL. This allows keyword/text queries including logical combinations, conjunctions
(ANDs), disjunctions (ORs), and negations (NOTs). In addition, functions using synonyms, thesaurus support,
and logical semantic hierarchies (e.g. coffie IS-A dog IS-A animal) can be built and these allow navigation
within the set of images based on the semantic hierarchy.

These methods are all based exclusively on the initial text information entered with each image and do not
directly capture the visual or image properties of the underlying data. As a result, there are several problems
associated with these methods. First, the search is dependent solely on the key words, so if the current query
refers to image properties that were not initially described, the search wifi most likely fall. Second, some
visual properties are difficult or nearly impossible to describe with text such as certain textures or shapes.
See, for example, [1]. Thirdly, even if all useful characteristics of an image are described with text ,there is no
commonly agreed-upon vocabulary for describing image properties, so that a "curvy" item may not match a
"wavy" one.

Because many applications need to be able to select all images "like" some other image, we are attempting
to develop methods that allow, in addition to those based on text, queries of large image databases based
on sketches, user constructed query images, color and texture patterns, layout or structural descriptions, and
other example images or iconic and graphical information. An example query might be: Find all images with
a pattern similar to "this one", where the example includes a part of another image (e.g., an X-ray), a menu
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of candidate patterns (e.g., from a selection of texture patterns), or a user-drawn sketch. We anticipate that
QBIC type searches will be used in combination with text searches for the best results. Also, we feel the image
database must be large to justify the use of these methods. Small to medium databases, or even large ones
with good text descriptors, can be manually viewed with a good fast browse of "thumbnail" images (reduced
versions of size, say 100 x 100, where 50 - 100 can be simultaneously displayed on a screen) and this is sufficient
in many cases.

Querying image databases by their image content is an active area of research. Some examples include the
system in [2], which has been used to retrieve images of electrical components and MRI images, the system
in [3] which retrieves images based on a sketch or other image example, or by "sense retrieval" (e.g. "retrieve
clear, bright and clean images"), [4] which retrieves images based on their color content, and [5] which retrieves
MRI images based on the sizes and relative positions of multiple objects in the images. The QBIC system
which we are developing allows images to be retrieved by a variety of image content descriptors including color,
texture, and shape.

QBIC searches have important distinctions compared to traditional searches. First, they are approximate
and there is no exact match. Thus QBIC techniques serve as "information filters", and simply reduce the
search for the user who will ultimately discard false calls. Interactivity of QBIC technology is the key, allowing
the user to use visual query and visual evaluation and refinement in deciding what to discard and what to
keep. Secondly QBIC methods differ from typical machine vision / pattern recognition applications in that
in QBIC, through the interaction with the system, the user is offered the possibility of a virtually unlimited
set of unanticipated and variable queries rather than having a system automatically classify and recognize
samples into a small number of predefined classes (part is good/bad, image object is a chair, etc.) using
hard-coded procedures. Finally, as we see QBIC applications, the main output is a set of images with desired
properties which a user views and from which (s)he makes a final selection. The images themselves are the
output, and will be used in a subsequent application (inclusion in multimedia story, study by a physician, etc.),
rather than a symbolic decision as in typical pattern recognition applications. The success in QBIC technology
requires integration and synergy between image analysis, manual and semi-automated human control, visual
user interfaces, and database technology.

2. Operational Steps
There are three logical steps in a QBIC application: database population, feature calculation, and image query.

2.1. Database Population

The first step in population is to simply load the images into the system. This involves adding the image
to the database, preparing a reduced lOOxlOO "thumbnail", and adding any available text information to the
database. Object/element identification is an optional part of this step. It allows a user to manually or semi-
automatically identify objects, areas, or significant edges in a scene using a mouse. Internally, each identified
object or area becomes a binary mask. There can be an arbitrary number of objects per image, objects may
overlap, and objects may consist of multiple disconnected components (e.g. the set of dots on a polka dot
dress). Text (e.g. "baby on beach") can be added to an outlined object, or to the scene as a whole. Ideally
this step would be done automatically but current automatic methods to identify and outline image objects
are not sufficiently robust so we allow this step to be done manually or semi-automatically. Because database
population is the most labor intensive task in many QBIC applications, we try to automate it as much as
possible. We call these semi-automatic methods interactive outlining or shrink-wrapping.

Interactive Outlining: In this operation, the user provides some starting information which the system uses,
along with image analysis methods, to compute an object outline. An example is shown in Figure 1. One
technique, described in these proceedings [6], uses "snakes" or active contours. The user enters an approximate
object outline, and the method iteratively adjusts this outline using an algorithm that minimizes an expression
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containing two main terms: total image edge strength along the outline, and the outline curvature. Another
method, flood fill, can take as starting information a single mouse-clicked image point. Starting from this
object point, all adjacent pixels are included in the object whose color is within a specified color distance from
the original point. The perimeter of all included points becomes the object boundary. For reasonably uniform
objects that are distinct from the background, this operation provides a fast object outliner.

In interactive outlining, as in other parts of our system, we have attempted to build the functions in such
a way as to carefully distribute the tasks between the human and machine. For example, the tasks of giving
the starting outline for an object or of attaching semantic meaning to objects is left to the user since they are
difficult for machines. On the other hand, computation of quantitative image/object features is ideally suited
for machines and so is done automatically.

2.2. Feature Calculation

The properties of color, texture, and shape have broad, intuitive applicability, and they were the first image
content properties we selected on which to base our queries. Corresponding features are computed for all
objects and full scenes and stored for use in subsequent queries. The computed features are:

Color features: We compute the average (R, G, B), (Y, i, q), (L, a, b), and MTM (Mathematical Transform
to Munsell [7]) coordinates of each object and image. We also compute a k element color histogram, where
k is user-settable. (We currently run with k = 64.) Because the original color images may include any of
(28)3 16M colors, we quantize color space to 256 levels. Following [8], we initially quantize each axis in
R, G, B to 16 levels, giving a color space of 4096 cells. We then compute the MTM coordinates of the center
of each cell, and perform a standard, greedy, minimum sum of squares clustering [9] (pp. 235), to obtain the
best 256 colors. Each color is actually the center of a "super-cell" in color space, where these supercells form
a partition of the space. The image or object histogram is the normalized count of the number of pixels that
fall in each of the supercells. As part of the clustering, we also compute a 4096 element table that maps any
(R, G, B) triple to its supercell number. To compute an image or object color histogram, we take the (R, G, B)
for each pixel, look up its cell number in the table, and increment the corresponding histogram bucket. As a
final step, the histogram is normalized so that its sum is unity.

Texture features: Our texture features are based on modified versions of the coarseness, contrast, and
directionality features proposed in [10]. The coarseness feature helps measure the scale of the texture (pebbles
vs. boulders), and is calculated using moving windows of different sizes. The contrast feature describes the
vividness of the pattern, and is a function of the variance of the gray-level histogram. The directionality feature
describes whether or not the image has a favored direction (like grass), or whether it is isotropic (like a smooth
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Figure 1: Original image, approximate user outline, and automatically refined outline of sun.



object), and is a measure of the "peakedness" of the distribution of gradient directions in the image. There
is a wide variety of texture features described in the machine vision literature, but many were inappropriate
for our application due to their computational complexity or their assumptions about the homogeneity of the
images being analyzed. In fact, even though the methods in [10] were the most successful published method
we tried, we found that we could improve the performance in our application by modifying them to be more
robust with respect to different sized and non-homogeneous images. We also modified the methods to make
them more computationally feasible for the size of application we were designing for. See [11] for more details
on our exact implementation.

Shape features: One of the most challenging aspects to content based image retrieval is retrieval by shape.
Shape similarity has proven to be a difficult problem [12, 13] in model based vision applications and the
problem remains difficult in content based image retrieval applications.

Currently, our shape features are based on a combination of heuristic shape features area, circularity,
eccentricity, major axis orientation and a set of algebraic moment invariants. All shapes are assumed to be
non-occluded planar shapes allowing for each shape to be represented as a binary image.

The area is computed as the number of pixels set in the binary image. Circularity is computed as
perimeter2/Area where perimeter is computed using bit-quad information [14]. The second order covariance
matrix is computed using just the boundary pixels. From this covariance matrix the major axis orientation
is the direction of the largest eigenvector. Similarly, eccentricity is computed as the ratio of the smallest
eigenvalue to the largest eigenvalue [15].

The algebraic moment invariants are computed from the first m central moments and are given as the
eigenvalues of predefined matrices, Mj,k], whose elements are scaled factors of the central moments [16].
Using the notation of [16] we use moments up to degree 8 and the eigenvalues of the matrices M[2,2], M[2,3] X

M[3,2], M[33], M[3,4} X M[4,3], M[4,4], M[4,5] X M[5,4] for a total of 18 features invariant to affine transformations.
Sketch features: We implemented the image retrieval method described in [17, 18] that allows images to

be retrieved based on a rough user sketch. The feature needed to support this retrieval consists of a reduced
resolution edge map of each image. To compute these edge maps, we (1) convert each color image to a single
band luminance; (2) compute the binary edge image using a Canny edge operator; and (3) reduce the edge
image to size 64 x 64. To do the reduction, for w the width of the image in pixels and h its height, we partition
the image into blocks of size w/64 x h/64, and if any pixel in a partition of the full size edge image is an edge
pixel, the corresponding pixel in the reduced edge map is set to an edge pixel. Finally, we thin this reduced
image. This gives the reduced edge map or "image abstraction" ([17]) on which the retrieval by sketch is
performed.

2.3. Image query
Once the set of features for objects and images has been computed, queries may be run. In one scenario, a
query may be initiated by a user in an interactive session by specifying an object or set of object attributes and
requesting images with objects "like the query object" . For example, images can be requested that contain
objects whose color is similar to the color of an indicated object, or to the color selected from a color picker.

In addition, QBIC supports "full scene" queries, or queries based on the global set of color and texture
features occurring in an image. These queries avoid the need for outlining objects, simplifying the data entry.
Images can be retrieved that are globally similar, in terms of color and/or texture, to a given image. Also,
using a menu-based color or texture picker, a user can select a set of colors and textures and request images
containing them in selected proportions.

Retrievals on image features are done based on similarity, not exact match, and we have defined one or
more similarity functions for each feature or feature set. The easiest similarity functions are distance metrics
such as cityblock, Eucidean, or weighted Eucidean distance. (Similarity functions typically range from 1 for
perfect similarity to 0 for no similarity, whereas a distance function is 0 for perfect similarity and large for low
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similarity, so we must convert as necessary to obtain consistent measures.) Different similarity measures may
be used, and they may vary from application to application.

The matching methods and similarity functions for the different feature types are described below:
Color: For average color, the distance between a query object and database object is weighted Eudlidean

distance. The weights are user adjustable so that we may, for example, dowuweight the L component of an
(L, a, b) query. Best results, as judged by our subjective evaluation in on-going experiments, are obtained by
representing the average color in the MTM color space, and by inversely weighting each component by its
standard deviation over the samples in the database.

Improved results are obtained when color matching is done not on average color, but on the distribution of
colors that occur in an object or image. In this way, a red and blue object matches other red and blue objects
better than to a purple object. To match color histograms, we use a method similar to the one described in
[8]. Let X be the query histogram and V the histogram of an item in the database, both normalized. We
compute the element by element difference histogram Z. Then the similarity between X and Y is given by
IIzI1 = ZTAZ, where A is a symmetric color similarity matrix with

a(i,j) E 1 — d(Cj,Cj)/dx
where c and c3 are the ith and jth colors in the color histograms, and d(c1, c,) is the MTM color distance,
and dmaz 5 the maximum distance between any two colors ([8] used Luv distance.) This metric gives the
(weighted) length of the difference vector between X and Y, weighted by A, which accounts for the perceptual
distance between different pairs of colors. The result is a measure that accounts for both the difference between
the amounts in any given color (e.g. a particular shade of red), as well as differences between similar colors
(e.g. red and orange).

Based on our experience, we also found it useful for the user to be able to request images with x% of color
1, y% of color 2, etc. where both the percentages and the colors are explicitly specified by the user. This
allows searches such as for a beach scene (25% white (for the sand) and 50% blue (for the sky and water)),
and for many scenes for which the user has seen before, and for which he/she can remember approximate color
percentages. The color picker that allows this type of query is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Multi-Color Color Picker with two selected colors. The palette on the left displays the set of selectable
colors. Once a color is selected, it appears in a box on the right, and the amount of the color can be specified
by the sliders. In this case, 25% light blue and 15% white have been selected.

Texture: Texture distance is computed as weighted Eucidean distance in the three dimensional texture
space. The most common weighting factors are the inverse variances for each component, computed over the
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samples in the databases.
Shape: The matching on the shape features is done as weighted Eudidean distance where the weights are

the inverse variances for each features. Any subset of the features can be selected, enabling queries that are
sensitive/insensitive to selected shape properties, in particular, to object size and object orientation. Since
similar moments do not guarantee similar shapes we sometimes see perceptually different matches. This fact
is leading us to examine more perceptual shape measures such as curvature and turning angle.

Sketch: In the full scene matching we call "query by sketch" , a user roughly draws a set of dominant lines
or edges in a drawing area. Images from the database with a similar set of edges are retrieved. The method,
based on [17, 18], works by matching the user drawn edges to automaticafly extracted edges from the images
in the database. The main steps of the algorithm are: (1) reduce the user sketch, which is a binary image,
to size 64 by 64; (2) partition this into an 8 by 8 set of blocks, each block being 8 by 8 pixels; (3) for each
image in the database, correlate each block of the sketch with a corresponding search area of size 16 x 16 in
the database image; (4) compute a score for each database image as the sum of the correlation scores of each
local block. The correlation in step (3) is done as a "logical binary" correlation, with specific values given on
a pixel by pixel basis to edge-edge match between the user sketch and database image, edge-no edge match,
no edge-no edge match, etc. Because each 8 by 8 block is spatially correlated separately, the method allows
for some spatial warping between the sketch and database images.

3. Indexing and Database Issues
Currently, we store computed feature values for objects and images in either fiat files or in a Starburst database
[19]. Starburst, a research prototype developed at IBM Research, is an extensible relational database with
numerous extensions such as triggers and support for long fields (up to 1.5 gigabytes). Our current database
schema using Starburst is shown in Figure 3. Because we are stifi defining and experimenting with the set of
features, we most frequently use the flat ifie format.

In real applications, one of the key efficiency issues is proper database and indexing, since the assumption
is that QBIC retrieval finds its usefulness by reducing the search from hundreds of thousands of images to a
few that user can quickly browse. Therefore, images and their associated features need to be properly indexed
and similarity functions implemented efficiently. Some of the main types of "services" we need from a database
is efficient multidimensional indexing and similarity matching (i.e. getting the proper range searches before
similarity functions are implemented, getting "best n" matches efficiently, etc.).

Given the above feature extraction functions, each image corresponds to a point in a multi-dimensional
feature space; similarity queries correspond to nearest-neighbor or range queries. For example "Find all
images that are similar to a given image, within a user-specified tolerance" (a range query), or "Given an
image, find the 5 most similar images" (a nearest neighbor query). Also, we need a multidimensional indexing
method that can work for large, disk-based databases. The prevailing multidimensional indexing methods
form three classes: (a) R*trees [20] and the rest of the R-tree family [21, 22]; (b) linear quadtrees [23]; and
(c) grid-files [24].

Our selection of an indexing method was influenced by a subtle issue, namely, the "dimensionailty curse".
In QBIC, the number of features to be indexed within a given query is often on the order of 20 and in
can be much higher if multiple properties (e.g. color and shape) are simultaneously used in a query. Most
multidimensional indexing methods explode exponentially for high dimensionailties, eventually reducing to
sequential scanning. For linear quadtrees, effort is proportional to the hypersurface of the query region [25];
the hypersurface grows exponentially with the dimensionality. problems, since they require a directory that
grows exponentially with the dimensionality. The R-tree based methods seem to be most robust for higher
dimensions, provided that the fanout of the R-tree nodes remains >2. Experiments [26] indicate that R*trees
work well for up to 20 dimensions. The feature extraction method should therefore be such that a few features
are sufficient to differentiate between objects.

We have experimented with R*trees as an underlying indexing method. They have guaranteed space
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utilization of 50%, and we have typically achieved 70%. They are fairly robust with respect to high dimension-
alities, and they achieve good response times, compared to other R-tree variations. Nevertheless, it should be
clear that the indexing method is just one module with well defined interfaces, operating as a 'black box' with
respect to QBIC - if new, faster indexing methods are invented, QBIC could easily take advantage of them,
by just replacing the indexing module.

4. User Interface
Our system has two main user interfaces, one controlling the database population stage, and the other for
performing queries.

4.1. Object/element identification

Our user interface for object identification, shown in figure 4, allows for user assisted object identification. This
interface is made up of four parts (listed from top to bottom): the window menu, the tool selection buttons,
the image display area, and the object entry area. From the File menu selection the user has the ability to
save the current image and objects and load another image. The Options menu contains selections for tuning
panels for Snakes, Flood-Fifi, as well as a Zoom selection, useful for working with very large or small images.
There are are nine drawing tools provided by the interface: Polygon, Rectangle, Effipse, Paint Brush, Eraser,
Line Draw, Object Move, Fifi Area, Snake Outline. For example the Polygon tool allows the user to click
or drag around bounding edges of the object to be outlined, this can then be refined by the snakes method
providing a shrink-wrap effect.

Before using any tool on an image the user must first click New to create an object entry (Two shown on
bottom of figure 4). The user can then type any text associated with the object to be outlined, or can do this
after outlining the object. The user then selected an outlining tool and defines the "mask". Multiple tools
can be used and the last change can be removed with the Undo button or all changes removed with the Clear
button.

4.2. Performing Queries
Our user interface for query allows a user to specify color, texture, and shape properties visually by example.
Each property has an associated "picker" . The color picker consists of a standard set of (R, G, B) sliders and a
color patch showing the currently selected color. We have also used various color wheels and IHS color pickers.
The texture picker presents patches of synthetically generated textures that span the space of the texture
parameters, and the user selects the texture for a query. For shape, the picker is a blackboard drawing area in
which the user draws a shape. The color and shape pickers are shown in Figure 5.

All the above measures can be used individually or in any weighted combination (as selected by the user),
allowing, for example, queries based on color only, on color and shape, and so on. When a query is run, results
are displayed in order, from best match to nth best match (n is user-settable). Any returned hit can be used
as the basis for subsequent queries of the form "Find images like this one" . We also have a variety of utility
functions available for any returned image induding display its similarity value to the query image, display
the image full scale (only thumbnails are displayed directly as a result of a query), use it as the basis of the
next query to allow iterated query refinement, place the image in a holding area for later processing, perform
a user defined image operation or comparison, and so on.

5. Sample Query Results
Sample query results are shown in the following figures. The reproductions are in black and white and do not
show the color component which, for these images, is an important component. Figures 6 through 11 and 12
show a color query, a texture query, a combined color and texture query, a shape query, and a query by sketch.
All queries are done on a database of abQut 1000 objects with a wide diversity of photo clip art subject matter
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( buildings, people, landscapes, animals, etc.). Formal experiments to access the recall and precision rate of
QBIC queries are in progress.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
Large online image collections are becoming more and more common, and methods to manage, organize, and
retrieve images from these collections need to be developed. We have described a prototype system that uses
the images' content — in our case, color, texture, shape, and rough overall sketch — as the basis for retrievals.
Key issues in our system include the derivation and computation of image features that provide useful retrieval
functionality; the balance between human and machine both at database population and at query time; query
construction, especially using example images or user constructed/painted examples; the integration within
the queries of text/keywords with content features; methods for similarity based matching; user interactivity
at query time such as for query refinement and navigation; and indexing and database issues.

We are actively working in these areas. We are also working jointly with partners on specific applications
problems. We expect this to guide our research and provide feedback and evaluations of the functionality of
our prototype system.
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QBIC Database Schema
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Figure 3: QBIC Starburst database schema
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Figure 4: Object Identification Tool. Note for example, the right dog's ear, which has been outlined.
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Figure 5: RGB Color Picker and Shape Drawing Tool
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Figure 7: Result of query by example using color only.

Figure 6: Object (grass under elephants) used for query by example.



Figure 8: Result of query by example using texture only.

Figure 9: Result of query by example using color and texture.
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Figure 10: Result of query by hand drawn shape (best six results in order). The shape used to specify this 
query is shown on the right in Figure 5. 
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Figure 11: User sketch used to specify query 



Figure 12: Result of query by sketch (best ten, with best at top left, next best lower left, and so on).
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